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lnade by the Felice for the safety of the Advance Farty. Thus, inside 

.the sniall -garden of the house there is a police post nannedCday and 

night - outside the house there are armed policement patrolling. On 

the roof of the garage of the house there is a sand-bagged machine- 

. gun post which has just been completed, Any person who wishes to see 

a member of the party has first to obtain a pass to enter the security 

eone nBn and thenis screened by the police post of the house before 

being allowed to enter. However, no one has been preverked from 

entering, 

4 -, The Advance Farty Is allowed to cirollate freely inside zone "BR, 

i.e. at the length of about 150 yards between the house and the King 

David Hotel. The principle is that if the party or members of the 

party wish to go outside the sane they'have to info& the police, who 

will. arrange for armoured-car escort. As a result, the party has never 

left the house except for the visiting of officials at the King David 

Hotel and for the reception at Government House, and does not intend to 

do so unless special necessity calls for it, 

Although allowances should be made for the difficult situation 

existi~ in Jerusalem,‘there is no doubt whatsoever that at least lack 

of organisation was shown by the Falestine Government in accorsnodating 

the Advance Party. Some&ements suggested that this was not quite 

unintentional, At any rate, the situation has improved already so as 

to make possible the normal functioning of the Advance Party, 

The house has been organised as fallows - five rooms are utilized 

as bedrooms, one room as a living md dininK room, and one room as an 

office. The living room and the office CommUnicate, and are being used . 
for titerviewing people, as well as the bedrooms. The latter, of course, 

does not enhance the prestige of the Advance Party. It is to be noted 

that the whole life of the members of the Advance Farty is spent inside 

these two apartments and any communication with the outside is made through 

the medium of the Government of Palestine. 

COTLABJRATSON 'UIITH THE BRITISH AtJTHORITIES 
The members of the Advance Farty have met with courtesy and a desire 

to co-operate on the part of all officials of the Government. It would seem 
that every official has beeqinstructed to give to the party any help 
insofar as this help rcl&,es to 5nformation or to clarification in general. 



RELATION WITH~ARABS 

The Party has had no opportunity formally to meet any Arabs. The 

idea expressed by the-local authorities is that no Arab would like to 

meet the party orwork for the party in any way, in fact, that the Arabs 

would hate even the sight of the party. The Chief Secretary, for instance, 

told Kr. Azcarate that he is unable to invite him to his house for dinner 

: because his Arab servants would leave. It is very-interesting to note, 

however, that every Arab that'the Advance Party has met -- for instance 
\ \ 

the workers and the electricians in the house, the porters in the 

Government offices and the Arab barber at the King David Hotel -- have 

all been exceedingly pleasant, courteous and helpful, This was pointed 

out to the High Comnbsfoney who found it very interesting and also to 

the Chief Secretary, who thought 'that this was so because the said Arabs ‘.; .\ 
did not know who the members of the party were. It is, however, very 

doubtful whether this is the explanation, since by now everyone should 

know exactly who the members of the party are. 

From the above incidents, however, no hasty oxxlusions d~oould be 

drawn. 


